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ABSTRACT Multi-object tracking has been a key research subject in many computer vision applications.
We propose a novel approach based on multi-agent deep reinforcement learning (MADRL) for multi-object
tracking to solve the problems in the existing tracking methods, such as a varying number of targets, non-
causal, and non-realtime. At first, we choose YOLO V3 to detect the objects included in each frame.
Unsuitable candidates were screened out and the rest of detection results are regarded as multiple agents and
forming a multi-agent system. Independent Q-Learners (IQL) is used to learn the agents’ policy, in which,
each agent treats other agents as part of the environment. Then, we conducted offline learning in the training
and online learning during the tracking. Our experiments demonstrate that the use ofMADRL achieves better
performance than the other state-of-art methods in precision, accuracy, and robustness.

INDEX TERMS Multi-object tracking, MADRL, IQL, YOLO V3.

I. INTRODUCTION
Visual multi-object tracking is one of the crucial problems in
computer vision field and has a wide range of applications,
such as, robotics, artificial intelligence, virtual reality and
so on [1]–[4]. Despite great successes in the last decades,
multi-object tracking still remains challenging due to a lot of
factors including object appearing or disappearing, occlusion,
appearance similarity, background clutter [5]–[7].

In recent progress on multi-object tracking, tracking-by-
detection strategy has been focused on due to rapid devel-
opment for object detection methods [8]–[11]. To overcome
ambiguities in associating object detections and resolve the
detection failures, some research papers take future time
steps into account, which are not suitable for online track-
ing applications, for example, autonomous driving and robot
navigation because they are not causal systems [12]–[15].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Zhihua Qu.

In most of recent works, tracking-by-detection multi-
object tracking approaches are roughly divided into two cat-
egories: offline mode and online mode [16]–[18]. In offline
learning, we can perform learning before the actual tracking
happens, in which the detections of all the frames in the video
sequence are often used together to avoid detection failures.
The offline learning use ground truth of objects’ trajectories
to complete supervised learning which can prevent tracking
drift happening. A cluttered or crowded scene usually brings
some difficulties as the offline learning is static and cannot
consider the dynamic of the object in the history of data
association. To overcome these difficulties, the global data
association is used in many multi-object tracking algorithms.
However, only using the offline approaches, the tracking
performance is still limited and it is hard to be applied to real-
time applications.

On the contrary, online methods perform learning
during tracking which can be applied to real-time
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FIGURE 1. Pipeline of multi-object tracking algorithm based on MADRL.

applications [19], [20]. The major challenge is the ambigu-
ities in associating noisy detections in the current frame with
the tracked objects in the previous frame. To handle this chal-
lenge, different cues, such as motion and appearance, often
are combined in association. The hand-crafted features, such
as Harr-like features [21], histograms of oriented gradients
(HOG) [22], and local binary patterns (LBP) [23] are used
frequently in most previous multi-object tracking methods.
As more complex characteristics of the objects cannot be
captured using hand-crafted features, these exiting methods
have many limits in applications. In addition, ground truth is
not taken into account for supervision in the online learning,
some incorrect training examples may lead to tracking drift.

Reinforcement learning (RL) has gained some success
in the previous researches, but these existing approaches
have poor scalability and are limited to low-dimensional
issues [24]–[26]. There are these limitations mainly because
RL has higher complexity. With the rising of deep learn-
ing, new solutions have been provided to solve these prob-
lems. As deep neural networks can provide powerful function
approximation and deep feature representations, deep rein-
forcement learning (DRL) can perform more effective than
RL. Compact low-dimensional features of high-dimensional
data (such as images, text, and audio) can be found by deep
neural networks automatically, which is the most outstanding
contribution of deep learning. In the last few years, DRL
has achieved rapid progress and opened entrances to a new
perspective on this issue [27]–[29], and has been applied in
many emerging domains [30]–[35].

Generally speaking, DRL considers a single agent in
a stationary environment, namely single agent deep rein-
forcement learning (SADRL). By comparison, multi-agent
deep reinforcement learning (MADRL) takes multiple
agents learning into account and has received an increased
amount of attention [36]–[38], but rarely is applied in
visual multi-object tracking. Unlike SADRL, converge often
fails in MADRL because the objects always move. In
MADRL setting, multiple agents’ rewards is related to
each agent’s actions, and finding optimal policies become
difficult.

Based on the above analysis, we propose a multi-
object tracking algorithm by using MADRL, which can

improve the performances in both precision and accuracy.
Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline of our proposed tracker,
the important contributions can be summarized as follows:
• A tracker based on MADRL is proposed to solve the
problems in the existing tracking methods, such as a
varying number of targets, non-causal, non-realtime, etc.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply
MADRL to solve the problem of visual multi-object
tracking.

• In our tracker, YOLO V3 is adopted as object detector
as it has state-of-art performance and is a real-time
detection system. A single frame image is considered
as an environment, each single object is formulated as
an agent, a set of agents in the shared environment
forms a multi-agent system. IQL is used as it is more
practical in processing multi-object tracking problem,
in which, each agent learns its own policy independently,
and treats other agents as part of the environment.

• Learning a similarity function for data association in
multi-object tracking is equivalent to learning a policy
in MADRL. We conducted offline learning in the period
of training and online learning during the tracking phase,
which take full advantage of offline learning and online
learning.

The rest of our paper is structured as follows: the
background is reviewed in the following section. Section III.
introduces our proposed multi-object tracking method. The
experimental results and analysis are demonstrated in
Section IV. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND
A. SINGLE-AGENT DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
(SADRL)
A traditional RL problem can be described as a Markov
decision process (MDP), in which the agent aims to make
a sequence decisions. RL provides a coherent framework,
an agent can learn from an environment a policy function that
maps states to actions and take actions in order to maximize
its expected cumulative rewards at each discrete time step.

Formally, RL defines an environment ε, and the state s ∈ S
of an agent at time step t , the agent need to perform an action
u ∈ U , and a reward function R can help the agent to learn
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FIGURE 2. Flow chart of the MADRL.

an optimal policy π (a| s) to choose an action based on its
states. A state transition function P( s′

∣∣ s, a) which map a pair
of state-action at time step t onto a distribution of states at
time step t + 1.

The goal of the agent is to maximize its expected cumula-
tive rewards R =

∑
∞

t=0 γ
tr t , where γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount

factor and rt is a reward signal that the agent receives from
the environment at time step t during the training process.
In tracking method, reward rt is given at the end of a track-
ing episode when the object is tracked successfully. More
specifically, the reward signal rt = 0 during iteration at each
time step. When ‘stop’ action is selected at termination step
T , the reward signal rT is a thresholding function of IoU as
follows:

rT =

{
1 if IoU (pT , g) > τ

−1 otherwise
(1)

where IoU (pT , g) = area(pT ∩ g)/area(pT ∪ g) represents
overlap ratio of pT and the ground truth of the object.

B. MULTI-AGENT DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
(MADRL)
Different from SADRL, MADRL considers multiple agents
learning by RL and the non-stationarity caused by other
agents changing their behaviors when they learn. A set of
agents in a shared environment, which must learn to maxi-
mize their individual returns, are involved in MADRL.

Deep Q-Network (DQN) is one of popular methods that
used to find an optimal action-selection policy in DRL algo-
rithms. DQN is a form of Q-learning with function approxi-
mation using a neural network, which means it tries to learn
a state-action value function Q given by a neural network in
DQN by minimizing temporal-difference errors. A recurrent
neural network parameterized by θ is usually used to rep-
resent the Q-function in deep Q-learning. The action-value
function Q of a policy π is:

Qπ ( s, a| θ ) = E[Rt | st = s, at = a, π] (2)

Given Qπ ( s, a| θ ), the best policy can be found by

Q∗( s, a| θ ) = argmax
u

Qπ ( s, a| θ ) (3)

The function is defined as the Bellman equation [39] to
learn Qπ actually, which has the following recursive form,

Q∗( s, a| θ ) = ES ′ [ r + γQ∗(s′, a′)
∣∣ θ ] (4)

The agent can choose actions at each time step on the basis
of the exploration policy, e.g. an ε− greedy policy can take
the currently estimated best action with probability 1 − ε,
and selects a random exploratory action with probability ε.
At each iteration i, experience tuple 〈s, a, r, s′

〉
is stored in a

reply memory M and the parameters of DQN θ are updated
to minimize the loss function,

L(s, a
∣∣∣θ i ) = n∑

i=1

[(r i + γmaxa′Q( s
′, a′

∣∣ θ̂ i)− Q( s, a| θ i))2]
(5)

The parameters of target network are in combination with
experience reply and updated less frequently, that are impor-
tant for stable deep Q-learning.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
A brief architecture of our proposed multi-object tracking
algorithm based on MADRL will be shown in the following
subsections firstly. And we will describe the details of our
method in the rest of this paper.

A. PIPELINE OF OUR ALGORITHM
The pipeline of our method is demonstrated in Figure 1.
Firstly, multiple objects are detected by YOLO V3 [40],
which is a state-of-the-art, real-time object detection system.
In each frame, YOLO V3 is applied and will output a set
of results of detection Dt at time step t , which may include
different kinds of objects. We compute the intersecton-over-
union (IoU) distance between the ground truth and the results
of detection at first frame to get the detections to the tracked.
Then, the selected results of object detection are considered
as multiple agents and forming a multi-agent system. At last,
we adopt a MADRL that can learn to obtain a joint action for
multiple objects and get the multi-object tracking results.
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FIGURE 3. The details of the proposed DQN.

B. MULTI-OBJECT TRACKER VIA MADPL
The problem of multi-object tracking is solved by a MADRL
method in our tracker. Our MADRL framework is shown as
Figure 2, and details of these components will be presented
in this section.

In our formulation, we consider a single frame image
as an environment. In a multi-agent setting n agents are
described by i ∈ I ≡ {1, . . . , n}, each agent takes a set of
actions,forming a joint action a ∈ A ≡ An, to achieve its
goal, the agent ‘s information of the current environment is
represented by a set of states s ∈ S, state transition prob-
abilities are defined by P( s′

∣∣ s, a). Each agent’s observations
z ∈ Z are governed by an observation functionO(s, a). The ith
agent i selects its action based on its own action-observation
history τi ∈ T according to its policy π (ai

∣∣ τ i). After each
state transiton, the new observation O(s, u) and the action ai

are added to τ i, then τ i′ come into being.
In our method, we adopt the deep Q-learning algorithm,

and the details of the proposed DQN are illustrated as
Figure 3. The input agent is processed by a pre-trained
CNN, which is conducted on the VGG-16 network and
includes five pooling stages and one fully connected layer,
i.e. Conv1-2, Conv2-2, Conv3-3, Conv4-3, Conv5-3. The
output of the CNN is the state representation of the
agent, which is concatenated with the action history. Then,
it is input into the DQN which can output the predic-
tion of the value of the actions. The value of actions are
applied to the bounding box which is composed of eight
actions and one action to terminate the tracking process.
Each action is encoded by the 9-dimensional vector, which
are defined as follows: move right, move left, move up,
move down, scale up, scale down, aspect ratio change fat-
ter, aspect ratio change taller, stop. Motivated by [41],
we adopt LSTM cells to exchange messages among the
agents.

Suppose the Q-network function of the ith agent is
Q( si, ai

∣∣ θ ia), the inter-agent communication is
Q( si, ai,mi,m−i

∣∣ θ ia, θ im), where mi represents the messages
that sent out from agent i, and m−i the messages that agent
i received from other agents. The message is formalized as
a function m( s, a| θm), where θm is learned by using deep
learning method, which is outperform handcrafted features.

C. MULTI-AGENT IMPORTANCE SAMPLING
AND LEARNING
MADRL falls into two major categories: Independent
Q-Learners(IQL) and Joint Action Learners(JAL). Only local
actions are observed by the agent in IQL, and actions taken
by all agents are observed in JAL. IQL is utilized in our
approach as it is more practical in processing multi-object
tracking problem. In IQL, each agent learns its own policy
independently, and treats other agents as part of the envi-
ronment. However, IQL introduces an important problem:
the environment becomes non-stationary from agents’ local
perspectives due to multiple agents’ the interactions with the
environment. Each agent has to coordinate with fellow agents
so that MADRL has higher effectiveness.

In our method, the non-stationary that caused by IQL is
addressed by adopting an importance sampling scheme for
the multi-agent setting. In MADRL, we sample the action ait
of agent i at time step t , and sample all the agents, according to
both the messages sent out from itself and from other agents.
According to Eq.5, we can find that the goal of updating the
parameters of the Q-network is to minimize the following
importance loss function for agent i :

L( sit , a
i
t

∣∣∣ θ ia, θ im) = n∑
i=1

[(r it + γmaxa′iQ( s
i
t+1, a

′i
∣∣∣_θ ia,_θ im)

−Q( sit , a
i
t ,m

i
t ,m
−i
t

∣∣∣ θ ia, θ im))2] (6)
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TABLE 1. The results of quantitative comparison between our tracker with other state-of-art trackers.

Learning a similarity function for data association in
multi-object tracking is equivalent to learning a policy in
MADRL. Motivated by [42], we conducted offline learn-
ing in the period of training and online-learning during
the tracking phase, because the ground truth can be used
for supervision to avoid the tracking drift in offline learn-
ing, at the same time, the dynamic status and the his-
tory of the target object can be taken into account in
online-learning.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The experiments of our proposed multi-object tracking
algorithm were conducted on a workstation equipped with
the Windows 10 operating system, Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-4712MQ CPU, 32GB RAM, and GeForce GTX TITAN

X GPU, 12.00 GB VRAM. We used MATLAB R2016b as
our software platform. In CNN, the learning rate is set to
0.0001 for convolutional layers and is set to 0.001 for fully-
connected layers.

B. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
In this section, our approach (MADRL) is compared with
other five state-of-art multi-object trackers, i.e. MDPSub-
CNN [42], RNN-LSTM [43], SiameseCNN [44], LP_SSVM
[45], LSTM_DRL [46], on the MOT challenge bench-
mark [47] in order to evaluate the tracking performance.
We use the CLEAR MOT metrics for quantitative eval-
uation including the multiple object tracking accuracy
(MOTA), the multiple object tracking precision (MOTP).
On the 8 test videos that have public CLEAR MOT met-
rics data included in the MOT Challenge dataset, the
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FIGURE 4. Sample tracking results on the MOT challenge benchmark.

quantitative comparison is conducted between our tracker
with other state-of-art trackers, and the results are reported
in Table 1.

TABLE 2. The evaluation results of running time.

C. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
Due to the limited given space, we only list the part of tracking
results on the test videos in the MOT challenge benchmark,
as demonstrated in Figure 4.

D. EVALUATION OF RUNNING TIME
We conducted running time evaluation using the above
workstation equipped with GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU.
We compare our tracker to other two state of-the-art trackers
and list the results of running time on the MOT Challenge
benchmark in Table 2. Our method is not the fastest tracker
but a real-time tracking system. RNN-LSTM obtains the
fastest speed as it does not incorporate appearance, and our
tracker is better than it on the other performances.

The above experimental data listed in the Table1–2 and
Figure 4 demonstrate the superior performance of our track
strategy with MADRL in both precision and success rate.

V. CONCLUSION
There are some problems in the existingmulti-object trackers,
for example, they fails when the object emerging or disap-
pearing, there are many limitations as complex characteris-
tics of the objects can not be captured by the hand-crafted
features, the tracked objects have similar appearance, etc..
To overcome these problems, a novel multi-object tracking
approach based on MADRL was proposed in this paper. The
object detector YOLO V3 was adopted to detect the multiple
objects. The detected results is considered as multiple agents,
then, we adopt a MADRL to obtain a joint action for multiple
objects and get the multi-object tracking results. The experi-
mental results showed that the proposedmulti-object tracking
method obtains the better performances in the robustness and
accuracy.
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